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Learn to speak English in a few months, not years, with these 69 simple techniques! Do you want to speak English fluently like a native speaker? Would you like to speak confidently and easily, impressing people with how quickly you learned to speak English well? Would you like to remember new words and pronunciation quickly and permanently? If so, then Learn English 300% Faster: 69 Tips to Speak English Like a Native English Speaker! is the book for you! Inside, you’ll learn the three terrible mistakes 99 percent of English language learners make which slows them down, leading them to take years to learn. You’ll also find out the memory tricks of the world’s fastest language-learning masters, the same tricks they use to memorize hundreds of words a day. Learn English 300% Faster even teaches you how to focus on the right words and the right parts of language, so you stop wasting time on words and sentence structures you are less likely to use, and to make sure you are actually speaking confidently, right from your first lesson. Plus you’ll hear the 21 best online resources for any English learner. These gems alone will have you learning 300 percent faster, or more! Order and listen now to stop struggling with English, and start enjoying the journey, as you drastically speed up and start learning English in months, not years! Happy listening, and good luck!
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Customer Reviews
it is a really bad book when you are buying it you think you will find useful tips, but it has tips really obvious. by example: read books written in english, watch your tv show prefered in english, and so on with obvious advices
I got this book for my Chinese language partner to give her some tips and tricks for speaking a little more naturally. If I’m gonna be honest, she still sounds a little bit like a robot (lol!), but she said this book gave her some really valuable tips that she wouldn’t have thought of otherwise. She said the whole chapter about 80/20 efficiency has helped her take on a new approach to learning new categories of words...focus on the most common ones and build out from there. Now let’s see how well she applies all these tips in the next few months. :-P Cheers to a great book!

I downloaded this file into my kindle voyage but cannot open the book. I deleted it and re-downloaded from cloud several time but still cannot open. How can I cancel this order? Or please let me know fix the file.

I really liked the way this book explain how you should study English, this is like a guide about what you need to first, while learning. You’ll see the most common mistakes that people do. One of those tips is to make English a fun thing to learn, and this is true, if you enjoy what you’re doing then you’ll probably learn it even faster. I found this book with a great promotional price so don’t hesitate and give it a try, the topics and the advices you’ll find inside are pretty good.

How to feel great and win at English immediately as Sebastian Archer teaches you how to think like an English Language Master. He also mentions that taking a course in English and listening to English dialect is also one of the best ways to teach yourself to speak English like a Native. The chapters I felt was most valuable was the memory tricks in order to remember those new English words immediately and how to use spaced repetition in effortless word memory. Sebastian Archer has extensive information within these pages and I highly recommend this book to anyone wishing to speak English like a Native. You cannot go wrong with these 69 brilliant tips to speak English like a Native English speaker in no time. Happy learning.

I am trying to polish my English since I will be teaching English to young children here in our community. Though it is already my native language, there are still flaws and I want to work them out. This book has been helpful to reaching that goal. It also helped me in structuring my lesson plans since it, in itself, is a tutorial book. I highly recommend this book to people who want to learn English.
Good book for the learner at the lower level. I would have expected that it would have more specific examples for each advice.

I love it and very easy
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